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Persistence of intense, climate-driven runoff late
in Mars history
Edwin S. Kite1*, David P. Mayer1†, Sharon A. Wilson2, Joel M. Davis3,
Antoine S. Lucas4, Gaia Stucky de Quay1,5‡

INTRODUCTION

Emerging theories for planetary climate evolution (1) can be tested
using the geologic record of Mars’ prolonged wet-to-dry climate transition. This transition has been argued to result from atmospheric
loss processes that would have been most intense <0.5 billion years
(Ga) after Mars formed [e.g., (2)] and to have been aided by the shutdown of Mars’ geodynamo. However, >1 Ga after Mars formed and
≳1 Ga after Mars’ geodynamo failed, the planet was still intermittently scoured by precipitation-fed water runoff (3, 4). These latestage (mainly ~3.6 to 2 Ga) rivers and lakes, whose deposits have
been explored in situ at one site by the Mars Science Laboratory
rover (5), required more water than could have been produced by
the direct effect of asteroid impacts (6). To the contrary, these rivers
and lakes record a late-stage river-forming climate (or climates),
which is a challenge for models. The late-stage climate (or climates)
allowed up to 1 km of fluvial incision [averaged over the scale of
O(102) km2 of alluvial fan source catchments; (7, 8)] but was more
arid and/or had shorter wet periods than the earlier river-forming
climate that cut the regionally integrated valley networks (9). Moreover, late-stage deep fluvial erosion involved shorter rivers that were
more spatially concentrated than were the earlier planet-spanning
regionally integrated valley networks (10, 11). Given these data, and
the great difficulty of accounting for intense climate-driven runoff
late in Mars history when the atmosphere is thought to have been
thin, it is reasonable to expect that the late-stage climate had less
intense runoff production (kilograms of discharge per square meter
of catchment area per day; also written as millimeters per hour) or
only yielded intense runoff in a few places. Such a record of waning
peak runoff would be fully consistent with the mineralogical record
(12) and with the expectation from models that Mars’ surface energy
balance increasingly inhibits runoff as the atmosphere is lost (13).
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This hypothesis of waning peak runoff can be tested by combining
measurements of paleochannel size [a proxy for discharge Q (14)]
and measurements of channel catchment area, A. Then, Q/A = R,
where R is the runoff production. The higher the value of R, the more
stringent is the constraint on surface energy balance and thus on
climate models. Given the importance of R as a constraint on climate
models, it is perhaps surprising that so few measurements relevant
to Mars’ runoff production have been made [e.g., (15); see the Supplementary Materials]. Even fewer data exist for the late-stage rivers.
This is, in part, because reliable picking of channel widths and slopes
requires high-resolution stereo digital terrain models (DTMs): Only
a few suitable Mars DTMs are publicly available. Moreover, many
>3 Ga old paleochannels on Mars have been eroded to the point
where present-day width provides little constraint on the width of the
original channel: In some cases, even the original channel slope
and catchment area cannot be measured from orbit. Last, discharge
estimates based on channel dimensions show order-of-magnitude
scatter [e.g., (14)]. Together, these issues weaken the usefulness
of any single-channel measurement and define the challenge for a
global survey.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

We carried out a globally-distributed survey for well-preserved latestage paleochannels with catchments of known area, aided by a
global database of Mars alluvial fans and deltas (16) and including
many previously reported sites. In addition to image data, our survey (see the Supplementary Materials) made use of 39 High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) DTMs and numerous
Context Camera (CTX) DTMs, with 30 newly constructed HiRISE
DTMs used for this project (table S1) (17). Measurements were carried out on orthoimages with a typical resolution of 0.5 m per pixel,
and typical channel widths in our database are 50 to 100 m; therefore, features are well resolved (>100 pixels per width) (figs. S1 and
S2). Although many channels are too eroded for reliable measurements, hundreds of channels and channel deposits are well preserved
in map view. Good preservation is enabled by Mars’ slow dry-era
wind erosion and tectonic quiescence. For many Mars’ river deposits,
slow erosion of floodplain deposits leaves channels and lateral accretion
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Mars is dry today, but numerous precipitation-fed paleo-rivers are found across the planet’s surface. These rivers’
existence is a challenge to models of planetary climate evolution. We report results indicating that, for a given
catchment area, rivers on Mars were wider than rivers on Earth today. We use the scale (width and wavelength) of
Mars paleo-rivers as a proxy for past runoff production. Using multiple methods, we infer that intense runoff production of >(3–20) kg/m2 per day persisted until <3 billion years (Ga) ago and probably <1 Ga ago, and was globally
distributed. Therefore, the intense runoff production inferred from the results of the Mars Science Laboratory rover
was not a short-lived or local anomaly. Rather, precipitation-fed runoff production was globally distributed, was
intense, and persisted intermittently over >1 Ga. Our improved history of Mars’ river runoff places new constraints
on the unknown mechanism that caused wet climates on Mars.
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dry processes (23). On the basis of geologic context and examination
of high-resolution images, 87% of channels in our database modify
sedimentary deposits, and the remaining 13% rework ancient crustal
materials of unknown origin (table S2).
We reduced the data using a procedure modified after (24) (see
the Supplementary Materials for details). Sinuous channel centerlines were traced in triplicate. Where multiple segments with wellpreserved widths existed for the same channel, the corresponding
results were averaged. The yield is a set of channel widths (n = 205)
and sinuous channel wavelengths (n = 104) for Mars paleochannels
draining 154 catchments of known area.
RESULTS

Rivers on Mars were wider than rivers on modern Earth
Paleochannel widths for Mars (Fig. 2) plot at or above the upper
limit of the envelope of the largest available database of bankfull
widths and catchment areas for Earth’s rivers [the U.S. compilation
of (25)]. This Earth database spans a wide range of climate zones and
tectonic environments. In the 102 to 103 km2 catchment area range
for which we have the most data, the Mars paleochannels are >2×
wider than are the Earth channels. The existence of inverted channels provides an internal cross-check on these measurements (fig.
S2). Because dry-era erosion narrows the flat-topped ridges that
preserve inverted channels but widens negative relief channels, the
true paleochannel widths are probably more than the widths of the
inverted channels but less than the widths of the negative relief channels

Fig. 1. Global distribution of data. Most of our data are for post–3.4 Ga rivers. Width (A) and wavelength (B) measurements. Some measurements are too close-spaced
to be distinguished at this scale. We use k-means clustering of spatial locations of the data (see the Supplementary Materials) to identify 10 distinct groups, labeled 1
through 10. Each group is represented by circles of varying colors. Location of the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) rover shown for reference. For comparison, the gray
dots show the location of (mostly pre–3.4 Ga) valleys mapped by (11). The background is Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter topography, clipped at elevations of −6 km (blue)
and 8 km (red).
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deposits preserved in inverted relief (18, 19). In many cases, Mars’
inverted channels are better preserved in map view (both in scale and
in sedimentary detail) than for any location on Earth (fig. S1). River
channel–fill deposit width records past bankfull width [e.g., (20)].
Mars images show single-thread sinuous channels, and evidence for
braided rivers has not been reported from Mars orbiter data. This is
unexpected because the steep slopes of Mars rivers and the (presumed)
absence of plant roots on Mars would both lead us to expect braided
rivers, which are ubiquitous for Earth’s Precambrian (21). To prevent
the single-thread channels from widening to form braided rivers, a
bank-strengthening agent (e.g., clay) was required (22). To focus
on channels whose dimensions are a proxy for past climate, we excluded channels likely formed by release of subsurface water, channels formed by single floods, and almost all channels downstream of
lake-overflow breaches. The database is biased toward late-stage deposits (Late Hesperian and earliest Amazonian, 3.4 to 2 Ga; see the
Supplementary Materials for chronology discussion). This is mainly
because only well-preserved channels are included, and preservation
quality decreases with increasing age. We found well-preserved late-
stage paleochannels that are globally distributed, spanning elevations
of +2 to −5 km and latitudes of 41°S to 52°N (Fig. 1). Regions poleward of 60° in both the northern and southern hemispheres were
excluded from the analysis because they have been resurfaced by
glacial and periglacial processes. Because most slopes are <2° (fig. S3),
the ~3.6 to 2 Ga water-carved paleochannels are easily distinguished
from steep , <10-million-year-old (Ma) gullies, which terminate on
>10° slopes, are usually smaller in scale, and which may result from
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Fig. 2. Mars paleo-river dimensions. (A) River width comparison for ancient
Mars versus modern Earth. Mars data are shown using colored symbols (blue
squares, negative relief channels; orange circles, inverted relief channels). The
thick black line is the best fit to all Mars data, and the thick orange line is the
best fit to Mars inverted relief channel widths. Only the widest channel for each
catchment area is shown. The gray-shaded region corresponds to the channel
widths expected based on the best-fit to meander wavelengths 0.0625 × to 0.125 ×
wavelength (19). Earth data (25) are shown as black dots, and the best fit to
Earth data are shown by the thin dashed line. (B) Mars sinuous channel wavelengths. Color of dots corresponds to sinuosity. The thick black line shows the fit
to all data. The thin black line shows the fit to the most sinuous channels (sinuosity >1.5).
Kite et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaav7710
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Evidence for intense, globally-distributed climate-driven
runoff persisting late in the great drying of Mars
River deposit width and river deposit wavelength can both be used
to estimate river discharge Q (14, 27, 28). Because sediment transport increases nonlinearly with increasing discharge, river channels
are shaped by flood runoff, not by the annual mean runoff production. Typically, river channel–forming discharges are similar to or
greater than the median year’s annual maximum in river discharge.
For estimating past river discharge on Mars, two methods have been
used. One discharge estimation method uses empirical correlations
between channel dimensions and discharge, usually with a correction
for Mars’ gravity (14, 15, 18, 19). This predictor has a per-channel
SE of a factor of 5/3 in discharge when tested using the Earth data of
(25). The second method sets river depth slightly above that needed
for gravity-dependent basal shear stress () to mobilize river-bed
material ( ≈ cr) (29, 30). This second method requires slope information and an (assumed) grain size. The first method may be a better estimate because it reproduces observed width-to-depth ratios
for terrestrial rivers (31, 32) and “because the [Mars] deposits could
record transport conditions well above threshold,” among other
reasons (14). Published work on Earth’s permafrost-river hydraulic geometry does not support a large permafrost correction for
width (fig. S8) (33). We emphasize the biggest-in-catchment widths
because our alluvial fan rivers may subdivide downstream of the
fan apex.
The resulting discharges are shown in Fig. 3 (see the Supplementary Materials for details of method). For the second method, we use
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(consistent with data; Fig. 2). The inverted relief channels preserve more diagnostic texture than the negative relief channels, which
helps to confidently measure channel width. A second independent
cross-check on the measurements comes from meander wavelengths.
Mean meander wavelength is proportional to channel width on Earth,
which can be understood in terms of growth of river bars to form
bends (26). Meander wavelength cannot be greatly altered by erosion. The width trend predicted by the trend of meander wavelengths (gray shaded band in Fig. 2A; see also Fig. 2B) is close to the
measured widths of the inverted relief channels, as expected. After
fitting for catchment area, the remaining scatter does not exceed the
natural variability observed on Earth (black dots in Fig. 2A). The observation that Mars paleochannels are wider than Earth rivers cannot be altered by considering all of the rivers in a catchment; nor
by excluding alluvial fan data from the fit; nor by considering only
the very best preserved rivers (fig. S4); and nor by excluding any one
geographic region from the fit. Because our DTMs and anaglyphs
have vertical precision of ~1 m or even better, we were able to avoid
measuring strath terraces and multistory channel sandbodies, but
we cannot rule out the possibility that some of our inverted channel
widths correspond to channel amalgamations (not paleochannels).
Nevertheless, the insensitivity of the fit to the preservation quality
“cut,” and the agreement of the meander wavelengths with typical
width/wavelength ratios on Earth, implies that such mismeasurements are not a severe problem. Most of the channels in our database
are not steep enough to be debris-flow chutes (fig. S3). Karst-like
widening of paleochannels cannot explain large meander wavelengths nor wide inverted channels. Inverted relief channels, for a
given catchment area, are about twice as wide as Earth rivers. Therefore, we conclude that, for a given catchment area, rivers on Mars
were wider than rivers on Earth.

A
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slope information from our DTMs (table S1), and our starting point
is to assume bedload transport of gravel (5), with a log-uniform prior
on typical grain diameter D50 between 0.01 and 0.5 m. This is conserv
ative because assuming suspension transport of sand would predict
higher discharges. River-transported boulders with a size of >0.75 m

Fig. 4. Improved Mars paleoclimate model constraints via paleodischarge estimates from global database of paleo-rivers and river deposits. Results for all data
are shown (not just the largest in each catchment). Additional energy generates runoff. Purple shading: width-based estimates, threshold channel method ( = cr); red
shading: width-based estimates (empirical scaling); black line: meander-based estimates (empirical scaling). Because of geologic noise [e.g., (14)], the central estimate
from the histograms (not the extremum) should be taken as the constraint for climate models.
Kite et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaav7710
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Fig. 3. Paleodischarge estimates. Filled symbols are width-based discharge estimates using an empirical scaling. Blue squares, negative relief channels; orange
circles, inverted relief channels. Open diamonds are meander-wavelength based
discharge estimates, using an empirical scaling (error bars not shown). The blue
dashed lines show runoff production, R. The black line shows the fit to the width
data, the orange line shows the fit to the inverted relief channels only, and the
green line shows the fit to the sinuous-channel wavelength data. The gray band
shows the fit to the data re-estimated using a scaling that is strongly dependent on
grain size for D50 ≈ 0.0625 to 0.125 m (34). The gray dashed lines show fits to the
width data for the extremes of the range of D50 considered, D50 = 0.01 to 0.5 m. All
wavelengths are shown, but only the largest widths in each catchment are shown.
The bootstrap errors on the fits are small and are not shown.

would be resolved by full-resolution HiRISE images but are only
rarely seen on Mars. We also show discharge estimates for the range
of grain diameter inferred by (34) for an exceptionally well-preserved
late-stage fluvial deposit.
Next, we divide the discharge by catchment area to get runoff production, R. The data show a reduction in catchment-averaged runoff production with increasing catchment area (Fig. 3). This is the
expected result of unsteady or patchy runoff production and is also
observed on Earth (fig. S5). The catchment-averaged runoff production estimates are high (Fig. 4). These values are conservative in terms
of local maximum runoff production and melt/rain rates because
infiltration, evaporation/refreezing, and unsteady runoff production
are all likely and all tend to reduce the contribution of rainwater and
meltwater to river discharge. High R is consistent with past rainfall
on Mars (35) because snowmelt runoff production is restricted by an
energetic upper limit that does not apply to rainfall. Rainfall is the
return to the ground of water from the atmosphere, water that was
gathered by the atmosphere over large scales of space and time. By
contrast, snowmelt production is local and limited by the local surface energy balance. The evidence for rainfall is not decisive however.
For example, if grain size on Mars was at the low end of our D50 range,
then modest river depths could transport sediment, so discharge
could be small for a given river width. [Fine grain size is likely to be
the explanation for the exceptionally high runoff production inferred
for A < 3 km2. Catchments with A < 3 km2 in our database are all located
in the Southwest Melas canyon interior, region 2 in Fig. 1, whose
geologic history suggests that rivers reworked fine-grained airfall
deposits (36)]. Moreover, the preferred orientation of alluvial fan
alcoves (16) suggests a runoff production mechanism that responds
to insolation, such as seasonal melting (37).
Therefore, we express the implications of our runoff production
constraint for climate evolution models (Fig. 4; our plot aggregates
all runoff production estimates from our database) in terms of surface energy balance for snow/ice at the melting point. For snow/ice
melt production, if E is the additional energy (in watts per square
meter) needed for runoff production, then E ≥ RL (where  =
1000 kg/m3 is the water density and L = 334 kJ/kg is the latent heat of
melting). This E requirement should also be satisfied by a climate
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this challenge is not met by most existing models of Mars’ planetary
climate evolution (see Discussion).
Geologic history of Mars’ river runoff
Regional variations in channel width and wavelength can mostly be
explained by regional variations in the catchment area (fig. S6). Unexpectedly, there is no evidence for a trend in peak runoff production with geologic age (Fig. 5A). Overall, runoff production in our
mainly Late Hesperian and Amazonian dataset is comparable to the
runoff production inferred previously for rivers that formed around
the Noachian/Hesperian boundary (fig. S7) (15). Those Noachian/
Hesperian boundary rivers were also precipitation fed (40). Moreover, the youngest region in our database (region 8, the <1 Ga rivers
interior to Lyot) (41) plots above the trend line (Fig. 5A and fig. S6).
We infer that climate-driven runoff that was both intense and globally distributed persisted late in the history of the drying out of Mars
(Fig. 5). Late-stage runoff occurred over times spanning >(100–300) Ma
(8), >2 Ga if Lyot is considered. The number, time separation, and
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that allowed rain because rainfall on Mars requires high annual mean
temperatures (38). Thus, the observation of young rivers indicates
that the energy balance has to permit snowmelt. The large size of
the rivers that we have documented requires that models of late-stage
climate not only warm snow temperature up to the melting point but
also provide extra energy for melting, a further >(3–20) kg/m2 per
day (≡0.1 to 1 mm/hour), corresponding to 10 to 100 W/m2 (Fig. 4).
This E must be added to the energetic cost of maintaining snow
temperature at the melting point, which is  Tmelt4 > 300 W/m2,
neglecting (likely large) heat losses to the atmosphere and the subsurface. The day-averaged absorbed solar energy at 20°S on 3 Ga Mars
did not exceed 200 W/m2, according to standard solar models. The
large size of the rivers in our database, and the need to overcome
snowpack “cold content” to allow infiltrating meltwater to produce
runoff without refreezing (39), indicates that the runoff was not restricted to ephemeral noontime melting but was instead associated
with day-averaged temperatures close to or above the freezing point,
as on Earth. The need for a strong greenhouse effect is clear. However,
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DISCUSSION

Our exclusion of the hypothesis of waning peak runoff production
allows an improved geologic history of peak runoff production on
Mars (Fig. 5). Our results imply the following:
1) A climate-warming mechanism that allowed intense runoff
production was active on Mars, at least intermittently, after 3.6 Ga
and likely after 1 Ga [using the chronology of (43)].
2) Although we find no evidence for a reduction in peak runoff
production during Mars’ wet-to-dry transition, late-stage rivers are
found at lower elevation and apparently exhibit stronger latitude control (10) than for the rivers that formed near the Noachian/Hesperian
boundary. Both trends are more consistent with ≪1 bar atmospheric
pressure than with >1 bar atmospheric pressure (44). This is consist
ent with models in which atmospheric pressure had dropped below
~300 mbar by the Late Hesperian (2). This is significant because many
published mechanisms for early Mars’ river-forming climates require
atmospheric pressure ≳ 1 bar [e.g., (45)].
3) Because sediment flux increases with water discharge, higher water discharges imply that the time needed to build up fluvial sediment
deposits was less than for lower water discharge. For example, the
eroded alcove in the northern rim of Harris crater has a volume of
7 × 109 m3 (from our CTX DTMs). The trunk channel has a width of
50 m, a slope of 0.06, and an upstream drainage area of 4 × 107 m2. For
/cr ~ 2 (30), the time scale for fan build-up is 2 × 103 year (this minimum time scale corresponds to a grain size of 5 cm). This is <0.01%
of the total time span of alluvial fan buildup (8), implying strong inKite et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaav7710
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termittency of peak runoff production. This is consistent with the
inference from Mars mineralogy that wet climates on Early Mars
were intercalated with long hyperarid intervals [e.g., (12)].
The combination of data hints at strong positive feedbacks in the
Early Mars climate system. With strong positive feedbacks, intense
seasonal melting (or rainfall) occurs when a climate threshold is
crossed, but below the threshold, little or no melting or rainfall occurs.
Possible amplifiers include self-accelerated volatilization of polar
solid-CO2 deposits (46), CH4 release from clathrate hydrate breakdown, or the exponential increase in atmospheric H2O vapor concentration with increasing temperature of surface H2O ice-cold traps.
There are three possible solutions to the conflict between slow
late-stage atmosphere removal (2) and the high river discharges presented here. (i) Currently accepted dates for the late-stage rivers are
wrong, and the rivers date from the early era of rapid atmospheric escape to space. (ii) Late-stage atmospheric removal processes were faster
than currently thought. (iii) The late-stage river-forming climates resulted from one or more mechanisms that can produce strong warming at low atmospheric pressure, such as the water ice cloud greenhouse
hypothesis (47). Solution (ii) seems unlikely in view of results from the
MAVEN (Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN) mission and
mineralogical constraints (2, 12). Solution (i) cannot be excluded without radiometric dates for Martian terrains but would imply a major
modification of our understanding of inner solar system chronology.
The remaining possibility, solution (iii), motivates further exploration
of the effect of Mars’ water-ice clouds on the past greenhouse effect.
CONCLUSIONS

We use the scale of Mars rivers to weigh hypotheses about past climate. Rivers on Mars were wider than rivers on Earth for the same
catchment area. This strongly suggests intense runoff production.
Unexpectedly, Mars river dimensions provide evidence for intense
runoff production persisting late in the wet-to-dry transition, even
as deep fluvial erosion became more spatially restricted, with more
arid and/or shorter wet periods. The implication that up to 1 km of
erosion late in Mars’ wet-to-dry transition was associated with high
peak runoff production disfavors explanations for late-stage river-
forming climates on Mars that require atmospheric pressure of
>1 bar [e.g., (45)]. That is because of the difficulty of physically justifying the removal of a thick atmosphere after 3.4 Ga (2). If atmospheric pressure fell between the Noachian/Hesperian boundary and
Late Hesperian/Early Amazonian, then the peak runoff yielded by
strongly atmospheric pressure–dependent warming mechanisms
should wane as well.
Explaining the high runoff production rates implied by our data
makes the difficult problem of making liquid water on ~3 Ga Mars
even more difficult (Fig. 4). Therefore, our results globalize and intensify the challenge set to climate modelers by Mars Science Laboratory rover results of explaining late-stage river-forming climates on
Mars (14, 48).
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/5/3/eaav7710/DC1
Fig. S1. Examples of traces showing preservation quality.
Fig. S2. Details of method.
Fig. S3. Paleo-river slope data.
Fig. S4. Sensitivity tests.
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cumulative duration of the Late Hesperian/Amazonian wet episodes
remain poorly constrained (8). However, because of erosional exhumation by wind, our measurements sample many stratigraphic
levels, and so intense runoff production must have occurred repeatedly through this interval (Fig. 5).
Relative to the Noachian/Hesperian boundary runoff, which was
widely distributed in elevation (Fig. 1) (11), evidence for later-stage
runoff is less spatially pervasive and is found preferentially at low
elevations (Fig. 5). Although we did not find a correlation of R with
elevation, >95% of the width data points fall below 0 km relative to
the geoid (median, −1.5 km). Neither the Gale-Aeolis-Zephyria region targeted by Mars Science Laboratory nor the Isidis region (to
be explored by the Mars 2020 rover component of the Mars Sample
Return campaign) shows anomalously high runoff production relative to the planet-wide trend (fig. S6).
Given our result that younger rivers had as high runoff as earlier
rivers, it is perhaps unexpected that earlier valleys include much more
frequent lake overflows (9). This suggests that individual runoff-
producing climates after 3.5 Ga either (i) lasted fewer years or (ii) had
shorter melt seasons or fewer rainstorms, relative to the Noachian/
Hesperian boundary river-forming climate. That would give correspondingly more time for water loss to evaporation and thus lower
the chances of lake overspill. The first hypothesis predicts that only
small (and therefore shallow and quick to fill) craters should overflow, which could be tested by analysis of uncommon <3.5 Ga exit-
breach craters (42).
There is no evidence for a trend in peak runoff production with
latitude. This can be understood if the paleochannel record at each
latitude is a “wet-pass filter,” only recording the optimal orbital conditions for runoff at that latitude, such that the latitude bands record
different wet events (37).
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Fig. S5. Discharge area scaling: Relationship between catchment-averaged runoff production,
R, and drainage area, A.
Fig. S6. Regional variations in estimated runoff production.
Fig. S7. Geologic history of Mars’ river runoff.
Fig. S8. Width-discharge relationships from terrestrial fieldwork and laboratory experiments.
Table S1. Table of DTMs.
Table S2. Geologic settings of study sites.
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